IMDb ANNOUNCES TOP 10 INDIAN MOVIES OF 2019 AS DETERMINED BY CUSTOMER
RATINGS
Peranbu Leads the Pack as the Top IMDb Customer-Rated Indian Movie of 2019
MUMBAI, INDIA — December 16, 2019 — IMDb (www.imdb.com), the #1 movie website in the world with more than
200 million monthly visitors, today unveiled the Top 10 Indian Movies of 2019 as determined by IMDb customer ratings.
IMDb ratings are determined by customers who rank films and TV shows on a 10 point scale. To rate a title, customers
can click the “Rate This” star on any film or TV show title page on IMDb.
IMDb Top 10 Indian Movies of 2019*
1. Peranbu
2. Uri: The Surgical Strike
3. Gully Boy
4. Article 15
5. Chhichhore
6. Super 30
7. Badla
8. The Tashkent Files
9. Kesari
10. Lucifer
*Among the Indian movies released in 2019, these 10 movies had the highest IMDb customer ratings. IMDb users can
add these and other titles to their IMDb Watchlist. To learn more, go to www.imdb.com/watchlist.
“It’s wonderful to see such a diverse list of films resonating with IMDb fans this year, including the #3 customer-rated
film Gully Boy, which is India’s official entry for the 92nd Academy Awards,” said Col Needham, IMDb Founder and CEO.
“I’m also delighted to see the Tamil title Peranbu (#1) and the Malayalam film Lucifer (#10) charting on our Top 10 list
this year, once again demonstrating that IMDb customers worldwide are embracing dynamic titles in a variety of Indian
languages.”
To learn more about the Top 10 Indian Movies of 2019 as determined by IMDb customer ratings, watch the video here:
https://www.imdb.com/list/ls091387305/videoplayer/vi890617625
For comparison purposes, the IMDb 2018 year-end Top 10 lists are available here: www.imdb.com/best-of/2018
Additional insight into these and other movies is available to IMDbPro members throughout the year on both the site
(http://www.imdbpro.com) and its iPhone and Android apps. IMDbPro, a membership-based service offering a special
rate for new members in India, includes comprehensive information and tools designed to help entertainment industry
professionals achieve success throughout all stages of their career. IMDbPro offers members the following: detailed
contact and representation information; tools to manage and showcase their IMDb profile, including the ability to select
their primary images and the credits they are best “known for”; exclusive STARmeter rankings that are determined by
page views on IMDb; the IMDbPro app for iPhone and Android; IMDbPro Track, which empowers members using the
app to receive personalized entertainment industry news and notifications on the people and film and TV projects they
want to follow; and a convenient tool that generates custom digital assets to promote their work on social media and
other platforms. Other IMDbPro member-only benefits include the ability to explore more than 25,000 in-development
film and TV titles not available on IMDb. To become a member today, visit www.imdbpro.com.
About IMDb
IMDb is the world's most popular and authoritative source for information on movies, TV shows, and celebrities.
Products and services to help fans decide what to watch and where to watch it include: the IMDb website for desktop
and mobile devices; apps for iOS and Android; and IMDb X-Ray on Fire TV devices. IMDb also offers a free streaming
channel, IMDb TV, and produces IMDb original video series. For entertainment industry professionals, IMDb provides

IMDbPro and Box Office Mojo. IMDb is an Amazon company. For more information, visit https://www.imdb.com/press
and follow @IMDb.
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